Cerebellotectal pathways in the macaque: implications for collicular generation of saccades.
The cerebellum is thought to modulate saccadic activity in the primate in order to maintain targeting accuracy, and the cerebellotectal pathway has been posited to play a role in this modulation. However, anatomical descriptions of this pathway in primates are sketchy and conflicting. To determine whether the organization of the cerebellotectal projection in primates is similar to that found in other species, neuroanatomical tracer transport techniques were utilized in two species of macaque monkey to label cerebellotectal somata and fiber terminations. Two pathways were found. One, the fastigiotectal pathway, is derived from cells in the caudal fastigial nucleus and projects bilaterally to the rostral end of the intermediate gray layer. The other pathway is derived from cells in the posterior interposed nucleus and the adjacent posterior wing of the dentate nucleus, and it terminates contralaterally throughout the ventral half of the intermediate gray and the deep gray layers. Both of these pathways terminate within the layers of the superior colliculus containing premotor, saccade-related neurons, but the differences in the distribution of their terminals and cells of origin suggest that these two pathways have different functions. Furthermore, the pattern of connections of these two pathways indicates that they do not function as a traditional feedback circuit. We suggest that the cerebellotectal pathways may instead modulate collicular activity in a more complex manner. For example, it may provide signals necessary for corrective saccades or for maintaining spatial registry between the different sensory representations supplied to the superior colliculus and its presaccadic output, which is organized into a motor map.